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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

In a previous paper, a semantic metadata enrichment software ecosystem(SMESE) based on a multi-
platform metadata model and a hybrid machine learning model have been proposed. This work
presents the SMESE V3 version enhanced with interest-based enrichments through text analysis
approaches for sentiments/emotions detection and hidden topics discovery. SMESE V3 makes it
possible to create and use a semantic master catalogue with enriched metadata that allows interest-
based search and discovery.

This paper presents the design, implementation and evaluation of a the SMESE V3platform using
metadata and data from the web, linked open data, harvesting and concordance rules, and
bibliographic record authorities. The SMESE V3 platform includes three distinct engines that:

1. Identify and enrich sentiment/emotion metadata hidden within the text or multimedia
structure using the proposed a new BM-Semantic Sentiment and Emotion Analysis
algorithm.

2. Propose an hybrid machine learning model for metadata enrichment.
3. Generate semantic to pics by text, and multimedia content analysis using the proposed BM-

Scalable Annotation-based Topic Detection algorithm.

The performance of SMESE V3is evaluated using a number of prototype simulations by comparing
them to existing enriched metadata technique and classifications. The results show that the enhanced
SMESE V3 and related algorithms allow greater performance for purposes of interest-based search.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of search and discovery engines, the
sudden availability of millions of documents, and the millions
upon millions of relationships to linked documents from a
growing multitude of sources (e.g., online media, social media
and published documents) all make it challenging for a user to
find documents relevant to his or her interests or emotions.

The human brain has an inherent ability to detect topics,
emotions, relationships or sentiments in written or spoken
language. However, the internet, social media and repositories
have expanded the number of sources, volume of information
and number of relationships so fast that it has become difficult
to process all this information[1]. The goal is to increase the
find ability of entities matching user interest using external
(outside documents) and internal (within documents) semantic

metadata enrichment algorithms. While computer search
engines struggle to understand the meaning of natural
language, semantically enriching entities with meaningful
metadata may improve those capabilities. Words themselves
are often used inconsistently, having a wide variety of
definitions and interpretations. Although there may beno
relationship between individual words of a topic or
sentiment/emotion, thesauri do express associative
relationships between words, ontologies, entities and a
multitude of relationships represented as triplets. Finding
bibliographic references or semantic relationships in texts
makes it possible to localize specific text segments using
ontologies to enrich a set of semantic metadata related to topics
or sentiments/emotions. The current methodology proposed by
researchers for text analysis within the context of entitymeta
data enrichment (EME) reduces each document in the corpus to
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a vector of real numbers where each vector represents ratios of
counts. Several EME approaches have been proposed, most of
them making use of term frequency-inverse document
frequency (tf-idf)[2, 3]. In the tf-idf scheme, a basic vocabulary
of “words” or “terms” is chosen, then for each document in the
corpus, a frequency count is calculated from the number of
occurrences of each word [2, 3]. After suitable normalization,
the frequency count is compared to an inverse document
frequency count (e.g the inverse of the number of documents in
the entire corpus where a given word occurs-generally on a log
scale, and again suitably normalized). The end result is a term-
by-document matrix X whose columns contain the tf-idf values
for each of the documents in the corpus. Thus the tf-idf scheme
reduces documents of arbitrary length to fixed-length lists of
numbers. For non-textual content, tools are available to extract
the text from multimedia entities. Bougiatiotis and
Giannakopoulos[4]propose an approach that extracts topical
representations of movies based on the mining of subtitles.

In the context of this work, we focus on two research axis of
the EME research field: Semantic topic detection (STD) and
sentiment/emotion analysis (SEA).

On the one hand, STD helps users to efficiently detect
meaningful topics. It has attracted significant research in
several communities in the last decade, including public
opinion monitoring, decision support, emergency management
and social media modeling [5, 6]. STD is based on large and
noisy data collections such as social media, and addresses both
scalability and accuracy challenges. Initial methods for STD
relied on clustering documents based on a core group of
keywords representing a specific topic, where, based on a ratio
such as tf-idf, documents that contain these keywords are
similar to each other [2, 3]. Next, variations of tf-idf were used
to compute keyword-based feature values, and cosine similarity
was used as a similarity (or distance) measure to cluster
documents. The subsequent generation of STD approaches,
including those based on latent Dirichl et al location (LDA),
shifted analysis from directly clustering documents to
clustering keywords. Some examples of these advances in STD
are presented in [7].

However, social media collections differ along several criteria,
including the size distribution of documents and the
distribution of words. One challenge is to rapidly filter noisy
and irrelevant documents, while at the same time accurately
clustering a large collection. Bijalwan et al. [8], for example,
experimented with machine learning approaches for text and
document mining and concluded that k-nearest
neighbors(KNN), for their data sets, showed the maximum
accuracy as compared to naive Bayes and term-graph. The
drawback for KNN is that time complexity (i.e., amount of
time taken to run) is high but it demonstrates better accuracy
than others.

On the other hand, the main objective of sentiment analysis
(SA) is to establish the attitude of a given person with regard to
sentences, paragraphs, chapters or documents [1, 3, 9-15].
Indeed, many websites offer reviews of items like books, cars,
mobiles, movies etc., where products are described in some
detail and evaluated as good/bad, preferred/not preferred;
unfortunately, these evaluations are insufficient for users in

order to help them to make decision. In addition, with the rapid
spread of social media, it has become necessary to categorize
these reviews in an automated way[3].

For this automatic classification, there are different methods to
perform SA, such as keyword spotting, lexical affinity and
statistical methods. However, the most commonly applied
techniques to address the SA problem belong either to the
category of text classification supervised machine learning
(SML), which uses methods like naïve Bayes, maximum
entropy or support vector machine (SVM), or to the category of
text classification unsupervised machine learning (UML). Also,
fuzzy sets appear to be well-equipped to model sentiment-
related problems given their mathematical properties and
ability to deal with vagueness and uncertainty-characteristics
that are present in natural languages processing. Thus, a
combination of techniques may be successful in addressing SA
challenges by exploiting the best of each technique. In addition,
the semantic web may be a good solution for searching relevant
information from a huge repository of unstructured web data
[9].

One current limitation in the area of SA research is its focus on
sentiment classification while ignoring the detection of
emotions. For example, document emotion analysis may help
to determine an emotional barometer and give the reader a clear
indication of excitement, fear, anxiety, irritability, depression,
anger and other such emotions. For this reason, we focus on
sentiment/emotion analysis (SEA) instead of SA.

A number of algorithms or approaches are used to perform text
mining, including: latent Dirichl et al location (LDA) [7], tf-
idf[2, 3], latent semantic analysis (LSA)[16],formal concept
analysis (FCA)[17], latent tree model (LTM)[18], naïve Bayes
(NB)[19], support vector machine method (SVM) [19],
artificial neural network (ANN)[20] based on the associated
document’s features.

Our approach improves the accuracy of topic detection and
sentiment/emotion discovery by semantically enriching the
metadata from the linked open data and the bibliographic
records existing in different formats .This paper presents the
design, implementation and evaluation of anenhancedeco
system, called semantic metadata enrichment ecosystem or
SMESE V3. Notice that SMESE V3 is an extension of our
previous work on SMESE [21].

More specifically, SMESE V3consists of engines
implementing two rule-based algorithms to enrich metadata
semantically:

1. BM-SATD: generation of semantic topics by text
analysis, relationships and multimedia contents.

2. BM-SSEA: discovery of sentiments/emotions hidden
within the text or linked to a multimedia structure
through an AI computational approach.

Using simulation, the performance of SMESE V3was evaluated
in terms of accuracy of topic detection and sentiment/emotion
discovery. Existing approaches to enriching metadata (e.g.,
topic detection or sentiment/emotion discovery) were used for
comparison. Simulation results showed that SMESE V3
outperforms existing approaches.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related work. Section 3 describes SMESE V3 and
its various algorithms while Section 4 presents the prototype of
the SMESE V3 multiplatform architecture developed. Section
5presents the evaluation through a number of simulations.
Section 6 presents a summary and some suggestions for future
work.

RELATED WORK

Interest in entity metadata extraction was initially limited to
those in the community who preferred to concentrate on
manual design of on tologies as a measure of quality.
Following the linked data bootstrapping provided by DB pedia,
many changes ensued with a related need for substantial
population of knowledge bases, schema induction from data,
natural language access to structured data, and in general all
applications that make for joint exploitation of structured and
unstructured content. In practice, Graph-based methods,
meanwhile, were incrementally entering the toolbox of
semantic technologies at large.

Topic detection

In the last decade, semantic topic detection has attracted
significant research in several communities, including
information retrieval. Generally, a topic is represented as a set
of descriptive and collocated keywords/terms. Initially,
document clustering techniques were adopted to cluster
content-similar documents and extract keywords from clustered
document sets as the representation of topics (subjects). The
predominant method for topic detection is the latent Dirichl
et al location (LDA) [7], which assumes a generating process
for the documents. LDA has been proven a powerful algorithm
because of its ability to mine semantic information from text
data. Terms having semantic relations with each other are
collected as a topic. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian
model, in which each item of a collection is modeled as a finite
mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, in turn,
modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set of topic
probabilities. In the context of text modeling, topic
probabilities provide an explicit representation of a document.

The literature presents two groups of text-based topic detection
approaches based on the size of the text: short text [17, 22-
24]such as tweets or Facebook posts, and long text [4, 5, 7, 18,
25, 26] such as a book. For example, Dang et al.[22] proposed
an early detection method for emerging topics based on
dynamic Bayesian networks in micro-blogging networks. They
analyzed the topic diffusion process and identified two main
characteristics of emerging topics, namely attractiveness and
key-node. Next, based on this identification, they selected
features from the topology properties of topic diffusion, and
built a DBN-based model using the conditional dependencies
between features to identify the emerging keywords. But to do
so, they had to create a term list of emerging keyword
candidates by term frequency in a given time interval.

Cigarran et al. [17] proposed an approach based on formal
concept analysis (FCA). Formal concepts are conceptual
representations based on the relationships between tweet terms
and the tweets that have given rise to them.

Cotelo et al. [23], when addressing the tweet categorization
task, explored the idea of integrating two fundamental aspects

of a tweet: the textual content itself, and its underlying
structural information. This work focuses on long text topic
detection.

Recently, considerable research has gone into developing topic
detection approaches using a number of information extraction
techniques (IET), such as lexicon, sliding window, boundary
techniques, etc. Many of these techniques [5, 18, 25, 26]rely
heavily on simple keyword extraction from text.

For example, Sayyadi and Raschid [5] proposed an approach
for topic detection, based on keyword-based methods, called
KeyGraph, that was inspired by the keyword co-occurrence
graph and efficient graph analysis methods.

In other words, KeyGraph is based on the similarity of
keyword extraction from text. We note two limitations to the
approach, which requires improvement in two respects. Firstly,
they failed to leverage the semantic information derived from
topic model. Secondly, they measured co-occurrence relations
from an isolated term-term perspective; that is, the
measurement was limited to the term itself and the information
context was overlooked, which can make it impossible to
measure latent co-occurrence relations.

Salatino and Motta [26]suggested that it is possible to forecast
the emergence of novel research topics even at an early stage
and demonstrated that such an emergence can be anticipated by
analyzing the dynamics of pre-existing topics.

Sentiment analysis (SA)

There are three main techniques for sentiment analysis
(SA)[27]:keyword spotting. lexical affinity and statistical
methods. The first two methods are well known while
statistical methods have to be more explored further.

Statistical methods, such as Bayesian inference and support
vector machines, are supervised approaches in which a labeled
corpus is used for training a classification method which builds
a classification model used for predicting the polarity of novel
texts. By feeding a large training corpus of affectively
annotated texts to a machine learning algorithm, it is possible
for the system to not only learn the affective valence of related
keywords (as in the keyword spotting approach), but also to
take into account the valence of other arbitrary keywords (like
lexical affinity), punctuation, and word co-occurrence
frequencies. Sentiment analysis can be carried out at different
levels of text granularity: document [19, 28-32], sentence[1, 3,
9, 33, 34], phrase [35], clause, and word [20, 36, 37].
Sentiment analysis may be at the sentence or phrase level
(which has recently received quite a bit of research attention) or
at the document level.

In [11], the authors presented a survey of over one hundred
studies published in the last decade on the tasks, approaches,
and applications of sentiment analysis. With a major part of
available worldwide data being unstructured (such as text,
speech, audio, and video), this poses important research
challenges. In recent year numerous research efforts have led to
automated SEA, an extension of the NLP area of research.

The first five dimensions represent tasks to be performed in the
broad area of SEA. For the first three dimensions (subjectivity
classification, sentiment classification and review usefulness
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measurement), the authors note that the applied approaches are
broadly classified into three categories: machine learning,
lexicon based and hybrid approaches.

Since one of our research objectives was to extract sentiment
and emotion metadata from documents, the rest of this section
focuses on sentiment classification, lexicon creation, and
opinion word and product aspect extraction. Sentiment
classification is concerned with determining the polarity of a
sentence; that is, whether a sentence is expressing positive,
negative or neutral sentiment towards the subject. A lexicon is
a vocabulary of sentiment words with respective sentiment
polarity and strength value while opinion word and product
aspect extraction is used to identify opinion on various parts of
a product. For the purpose of this paper, we assume that a
document expresses sentiments on a single content and is
written by a single author.

Cho et al. [30]proposed a method to improve the positive vs.
negative classification performance of product reviews by
merging, removing, and switching the entry words of the
multiple sentiment dictionaries. They merge and revise the
entry words of the multiple sentiment lexicons using labeled
product reviews. Specifically, they selectively remove the
sentiment words from the existing lexicon to prevent erroneous
matching of the sentiment words during lexicon-based
sentiment classification. Next, they selectively switch the
polarity of the sentiment words to adjust the sentiment values
to a specific domain. The remove and switch operations are
performed using the target domain’s labeled data (i.e. online
product reviews) by comparing the positive and negative
distribution of the labeled reviews with a positive and negative
distribution of the sentiment words. They achieved 81.8%
accuracy for book reviews. However, their contribution is
limited to development of a novel method of removing and
switching the content of the existing sentiment lexicons.

Moraes et al. [19] compared well-known machine learning
approaches (SVM and NB) with an ANN-based method for
document-level sentiment classification. Naive Bayes (NB) is a
probabilistic learning method that assumes terms occur
independently while the support vector machine method
(SVM) seeks to maximize the distance to the closest training
point from either class in order to achieve better
generalization/classification performance on test data. The
authors reported that, despite the low computational cost of the
NB technique, it was not competitive in terms of classification
accuracy when compared to SVM. According to the authors,
many researchers have reported that SVM is perhaps the most
accurate method for text classification. Artificial neural
network (ANN) derives features from linear combinations of
the input data and then models the output as a nonlinear
function of these features. Experimental results showed that,
for book datasets, SVM outperformed ANN when the number
of terms exceeded 3,000. Although SVM required less training
time, it needed more running time than ANN. For 3,000 terms,
ANN required 15 sec training time (with negligible running
time) while SVM training time was negligible (1.75 sec). In
addition, their contribution was limited to performing
comparisons between existing approaches. As in [19], Poria S.
et al.[38] experimented with existing approaches and showed
that SVM is a better approach for text-based emotion detection.

Emotion analysis

Emotions are also associated with mood, temperament,
personality, outlook and motivation [27, 39, 40]. However,
sentiments are differentiated from emotions by the duration in
which they are experienced. The SWAT model was proposed
to explore the connection between the evoked emotions of
readers and news headlines by generating a word-emotion
mapping dictionary. For each word w in the corpus, it assigns a
weight for each emotion e, i.e., P(e|w) is the averaged emotion
score observed in each news headline H in which w appears.
The emotion-term model is a variant of the NB classifier and
was designed to model word-emotion associations. In this
model, the probability of word wj conditioned on emotion ek is
estimated based on the co-occurrence count between word wj
and emotion ek for all documents. The emotion-topic model is
combination of the emotion-term model and LDA.

A system for text-based emotion detection is proposed by
Anusha and Sandhya [41]which uses a combination of machine
learning and natural language processing techniques. They used
the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit to create the dependency tree
based on word relationships. Phrase selection is done using the
rules on dependency relationships that gives priority to the
semantic information for the classification of a sentence’s
emotion. Next, they used the Porter stemming algorithm for
stemming, and stop words removal and tf-idf to build the
feature vectors.

Cambria et al.[42]explored how the high generalization
performance, low computational complexity, and fast learning
speed of extreme learning machines can be exploited to
perform analogical reasoning in a vector space model of
affective common-sense knowledge. After performing TSVD
on Affect Net, they used the Frobenius norm to derive a new
matrix. For the emotion categorization model, they used the
Duchenne smile and the Klaus Scherer model.

Conclusion
Some of our key findings from the related work on sentiment
and emotion analysis are:

1. Traditional sentiment analysis methods mainly use terms
and their frequency, part of speech, rule of opinions and
sentiment shifters. Semantic information is ignored in
term selection, and it is difficult to find complete rules.

2. Most of the recent contributions are limited to sentiment
analysis elaborated in terms of positive or negative
opinion and do not include the analysis of emotions.

3. Existing approaches do not take into account the human
contribution to improve accuracy.

4. Existing approaches do not combine sentiment and
emotion analysis.

5. Lexicon and ontology based approaches provide good
accuracy for text-based sentiment and emotion analysis
when applying SVM techniques. In our work, it is more
important to identify the sentiment and emotion of a
book taking into account all the books of the collection.
For example, assuming that book A has 90% fear and
80% sadness while the emotion which has the best
weight of book B is 40% fear; can it be said that fear is
the emotion of book B as in book A?
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6. Existing approaches do not take into account document
collections. In terms of granularity, most of the existing
approaches are sentence-based.

7. These approaches do not take into account the context
around the sentence and in this way, it is possible to
miss the real emotion.

As a general conclusion to the literature review on topic
detection, sentiment and emotion analysis, 95% of the work
focused on features of the documents (e.g., sentence length,
capitalized words, document title, term frequency, and
sentences position) to perform text mining and generally make
use of existing algorithms or approaches (e.g., LDA, tf-idf,
VSM, SVD, LSA, TextRank, PageRank, LexRank, FCA, LTM,
SVM, NB and ANN) based on their features associated to
documents.

Table I compares the most known text mining algorithms (e.g.,
AlchemyAPI, DBpedia, Wikimeta, open calais, Bitext, AIDA,
TextRazor) with our algorithms proposed in SMESE V3by
keyword extraction, classification, sentiment analysis, emotion
analysis and concept extraction.

RULE-BASED SEMANTIC METADATA INTERNAL
ENRICHMENT ENGINE

This section presents an overview and the details of the
proposed a rule-based semantic metadata internal enrichment
engine, a Machine Learning Engine (MLE), including two
different algorithms (BM-SATD and BM-SSEA).

MLE is part of the SMESE V3platform architecture as shown
in Fig. 1. The main goal of SMESE V3 is to enhance the
SMESE platform through text analysis approaches for topics,
sentiment/emotion and semantic relationships detection.
SMESE V3 allows one to create a semantic master catalogue
with enriched metadata that enables the search and discovery
interest-based engines. To perform this task, the following tools
are needed:

1. Topics are a controlled set of terms designed to describe
the subject of a document. While topics do not
necessarily include relationships between terms, we
include relationships as triplets (Entity - Relationship -
Entity).

2. A multilingual thesauri and ontology to provide
hierarchical relationships as well as semantic
relationships between topics.

Table I Summary of attribute comparison of existing and proposed algorithms

Existing algorithms Keyword
extraction

Classificat
ion

Sentiment
analysis

Emotion
analysis

Concept
extraction

AlchemyAPI (http://www.alchemyapi.com/) x x x x x
DBpedia Spotlight (https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight) x
Wikimeta (https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Wikimeta) x

Yahoo! Content Analysis API (out of date)
(https://developer.yahoo.com/contentanalysis/ )

x x

Open Calais (http://www.opencalais.com/) x x x
Tone Analyzer (https://tone-analyzer-demo.mybluemix.net/) x x

Zemanta (http://www.zemanta.com/) x
Receptiviti (http://www.receptiviti.ai/) x x

Apache Stanbol (https://stanbol.apache.org/) x
Bitext (https://www.bitext.com/) x x

Mood patrol (https://market.mashape.com/soulhackerslabs/moodpatrol-
emotion-detection-from-text)

x

Aylien (http://aylien.com/) x x x
AIDA (http://senseable.mit.edu/aida/) x

Wikifier (http://wikifier.org/) x
TextRazor (https://www.textrazor.com/) x

Synesketch (http://krcadinac.com/synesketch/) x
Toneapi (http://toneapi.com/) x x

SMESE V3 x x x x x

Fig 1 SMESE V3-Semantic Metadata Enrichment Software Ecosystem
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extraction

Classificat
ion

Sentiment
analysis

Emotion
analysis

Concept
extraction

AlchemyAPI (http://www.alchemyapi.com/) x x x x x
DBpedia Spotlight (https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight) x
Wikimeta (https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Wikimeta) x

Yahoo! Content Analysis API (out of date)
(https://developer.yahoo.com/contentanalysis/ )

x x

Open Calais (http://www.opencalais.com/) x x x
Tone Analyzer (https://tone-analyzer-demo.mybluemix.net/) x x

Zemanta (http://www.zemanta.com/) x
Receptiviti (http://www.receptiviti.ai/) x x

Apache Stanbol (https://stanbol.apache.org/) x
Bitext (https://www.bitext.com/) x x

Mood patrol (https://market.mashape.com/soulhackerslabs/moodpatrol-
emotion-detection-from-text)

x

Aylien (http://aylien.com/) x x x
AIDA (http://senseable.mit.edu/aida/) x

Wikifier (http://wikifier.org/) x
TextRazor (https://www.textrazor.com/) x

Synesketch (http://krcadinac.com/synesketch/) x
Toneapi (http://toneapi.com/) x x

SMESE V3 x x x x x

Fig 1 SMESE V3-Semantic Metadata Enrichment Software Ecosystem
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3. Anontology to provide a representation of knowledge
with rich semantic relationships between topics. By
breaking content into pieces of data, and curating
semantic relationships to external contents, metadata
enrichments are created dynamically.

In Fig. 1, the V3 improvements to the SMESE platform from
this work and its implementation are presented in blue.

The following sub-sections present the terminology and
assumptions, the necessary pre-processing and details of the
two algorithms proposed and implemented.

Terminology and assumptions

In this section the following terms are defined:

1. A word or term is the basic unit of discrete data,
defined to be an item from a vocabulary indexed by {1,
…,V}. Terms are presented using unit-basis vectors.
Thus, the ith term in the vocabulary is represented by an
I-vector w such that wi = 1 and wj = 0 for .

2. A lineis a sequence of N terms denoted by l.
3. A document is a sequence of N lines denoted by D =

(w1,w2; …,wN), where wi is the ith term in the sequence
coming from the lines. D is represented by its lines as
D = (l1, …li,…,lK).

4. A corpus is a collection of M documents denoted by
C={D1, D2, …, DM}.

5. An emotion word is a word with strong emotional
tendency or a probabilistic distribution.

To implement the BM-SATD and BM-SSE Aalgorithms,
machine learning models have been used to perform metadata
enrichments (see Fig.2):

1. There is a pre-processing using Training Data.
2. One or multiple thesaurus are available. A thesaurus

contains a list of words with synonyms and related
concepts. This approach uses synonyms or glosses of
lexical resources in order to determine the emotion or
polarity of words, sentences and documents.

3. A Machine Learning Engine allows to use a
combination of supervised and unsupervised and
allows to generate a predictive model

4. A feedback processing allows to the Machine Learning
Engine to learn.

5. New texts or documents who are converted into
Metadata vectors use the predictive model generated in
3.

Document pre-processing

The objective of the pre-processing is to filter noise and adjust
the data format to be suitable for the analysis phases. It consists
of stemming, phase extraction, part-of-speech filtering and
removal of stop-words. The corpus of documents crawled from
specific databases or the internet consists of many documents.
The documents are pre-processed into a basket dataset C, called
the document collection. C consists of lines representing the
sentences of the documents. Each line consists of terms, i.e.
words or phrases. More specifically, a pre-processing including
tokenization, lower casing and stemming of all the terms using
the Porter stemmer[43] is performed.

Scalable annotation-based topic detection: BM-SATD

The aim of BM-SATD is to build a classifier that can learn
from already annotated contents (e.g., documents and books)
and infer the topics of new books. Traditional approaches are
typically based on various topic models, such as latent Dirichl
et al location (LDA) where authors cluster terms into a topic by
mining semantic relations between terms. However, co-
occurrence relations across the document are commonly
neglected, which leads to detection of incomplete information.

Furthermore, the inability to discover latent co-occurrence
relations via the context or other bridge terms prevents
important but rare topics from being detected. BM-SATD
combines semantic relations between terms and co-occurrence
relations across the document making use of document
annotation. In addition, BM-SATD includes:

Fig. 2 Supervised Learning applied to Metadata Enrichments
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The documents are pre-processed into a basket dataset C, called
the document collection. C consists of lines representing the
sentences of the documents. Each line consists of terms, i.e.
words or phrases. More specifically, a pre-processing including
tokenization, lower casing and stemming of all the terms using
the Porter stemmer[43] is performed.

Scalable annotation-based topic detection: BM-SATD

The aim of BM-SATD is to build a classifier that can learn
from already annotated contents (e.g., documents and books)
and infer the topics of new books. Traditional approaches are
typically based on various topic models, such as latent Dirichl
et al location (LDA) where authors cluster terms into a topic by
mining semantic relations between terms. However, co-
occurrence relations across the document are commonly
neglected, which leads to detection of incomplete information.

Furthermore, the inability to discover latent co-occurrence
relations via the context or other bridge terms prevents
important but rare topics from being detected. BM-SATD
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contains a list of words with synonyms and related
concepts. This approach uses synonyms or glosses of
lexical resources in order to determine the emotion or
polarity of words, sentences and documents.

3. A Machine Learning Engine allows to use a
combination of supervised and unsupervised and
allows to generate a predictive model

4. A feedback processing allows to the Machine Learning
Engine to learn.

5. New texts or documents who are converted into
Metadata vectors use the predictive model generated in
3.

Document pre-processing

The objective of the pre-processing is to filter noise and adjust
the data format to be suitable for the analysis phases. It consists
of stemming, phase extraction, part-of-speech filtering and
removal of stop-words. The corpus of documents crawled from
specific databases or the internet consists of many documents.
The documents are pre-processed into a basket dataset C, called
the document collection. C consists of lines representing the
sentences of the documents. Each line consists of terms, i.e.
words or phrases. More specifically, a pre-processing including
tokenization, lower casing and stemming of all the terms using
the Porter stemmer[43] is performed.

Scalable annotation-based topic detection: BM-SATD

The aim of BM-SATD is to build a classifier that can learn
from already annotated contents (e.g., documents and books)
and infer the topics of new books. Traditional approaches are
typically based on various topic models, such as latent Dirichl
et al location (LDA) where authors cluster terms into a topic by
mining semantic relations between terms. However, co-
occurrence relations across the document are commonly
neglected, which leads to detection of incomplete information.

Furthermore, the inability to discover latent co-occurrence
relations via the context or other bridge terms prevents
important but rare topics from being detected. BM-SATD
combines semantic relations between terms and co-occurrence
relations across the document making use of document
annotation. In addition, BM-SATD includes:
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1. A probabilistic topic detection approach, called
semantic topic model (BM-SemTopic).

2. A clustering approach that is an extension of
KeyGraph, called semantic graph (BM-SemGraph).

BM-SATD is a hybrid relation analysis and machine learning
approach that integrates semantic relations, semantic
annotations and co-occurrence relations for topic detection.
More specifically, BM-SATD fuses multiple relations into a
term graph and detects topics from the graph using a graph
analytical method. It can detect topics not only more effectively
by combining mutually complementary relations, but it can
also mine important rare topics by leveraging latent co-
occurrence relations. The following sub-sections present the
details of the five phases of the BM-SATD model.

Relevant and less similar documents selection

A filtering process is performed to avoid using a large corpus
of documents that are similar or not relevant. It is not necessary
to compare a new document of a collection with two other
documents of the collection that are similar in order to know
whether this new document is similar to each of the other
documents. This strategy merely increases computation time.
Here, only documents that are already annotated by topic are
considered.

Not annotated documents semantic term graph generation

The semantic term graph is a basis for detecting topics
automatically. The BM-SemGraph has one node for each term
in the vocabulary of the document. Edges in a BM-Sem Graph
represent the co-occurrence of the corresponding keywords and
are weighted by the count of the co-occurrences. Note that, in
contrast to existing graph-based approaches, the co-occurrence
between A and B is different from the co-occurrence between
B and A. This difference allows one to retain the semantic
sense of co-occurrence terms.

Step 1: Co-occurrence clusters generation

For the co-occurrence graph, the assumption is that terms that
have a close relation to each other may be linked by the co-
occurrence link. The relation between two terms Wi and Wj is
measured by their conditional probability. Let D be a document
and VD = (w1,w2; …,wN) be the terms of D and LD be the
number of lines of D.

The conditional probability p( , ) of , is computed
using equation (1)where:

1. ε denotes the minimum distance between Wi and Wj

2. The distance between two terms is the number of
terms that appear between them for a given line

3. ε is a parameter determined by experimentation.

, = 	 ( , )( 	 ) (1)

where 	 , denotes the number of times that Wi and

Wj co-occur with a minimum distance ε and where Wi appears
before Wj, and N(line l) denotes the number of terms of the line
l.

To formally define a relation between two terms Wi and Wj,
their frequent co-occurrence measured by the conditional

probability p( , ), needs to exceed the co-occurrence
threshold. The co-occurrence threshold is also determined by
experimentation. Note that frequent co-occurrence is oriented.
This allows one to retain the semantic orientation of the links
between terms. Next, the oriented links are transformed into
simple links without losing the semantic context.

Step 2: Cluster optimization

To improve quality, clusters should be pruned, such as by
removing weak links or partitioning sparse cluster into
cohesive sub-clusters. Clusters are pruned according to their
connectedness. The link e is pruned when no path connects the
two ends of e after it is pruned. The link between the black
node and the green node should be pruned. Secondly, cliques
are identified. Let C be the clique and Wi and Wj be the nodes
of C that are linked to another node. The weight between Wi

and Wj is given by equation (2):, = MAX	 ∈			 ∈	 ,
(2)

Step 3: Key term extraction
To extract key terms, the relation between a term and a cluster
is measured. It is assumed that the weight of a term in a given
cluster may be used to determine the importance of this term
for the cluster. Let R be the set of nodes of the cluster C where
the node Wiis inside. The weight of Wi in the cluster C is given
by equation (3):= ,	∈		 (3)

To identify a term as a key term, a sort of terms is performed
based on their weights regardless of the clusters that they are
in. Next, the Num KeyTerm terms that have the largest weights
are selected as Key Terms. NumKeyTerm is a parameter.

Step 4: Semantic topic generation

Semantic topic generation combines a correlated topic model
(CTM) [44]and a domain knowledge model (DKM) [45],
called BM semantic topic model  (BM-SemTopic), to build the
real semantic topic model. In LDA, a topic is a probability
distribution over a vocabulary. It describes the relative
frequency each word is used in a topic. Each document is
regarded as a mixture of multiple topics and is characterized by
a probability distribution over the topics. A limitation of LDA
is its inability to model topic correlation. This stems from the
use of the Dirichlet distribution to model the variability among
topic proportions. In addition, standard LDA does not consider
domain knowledge in topic modeling.

To overcome these limitations, BM-SemTopic combines two
models:

1. A correlated topic model (CTM)[44] that makes use of
a logistic normal distribution.

2. A domain knowledge model (DKM)[45] that makes
use of the Dirichlet distribution.

BM-SemTopic uses a weighted sum of CTM and DKM to
compute the probability distribution of term Wi on the topic z.
The sum is defined by equation (4):
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|z |z 1 	 |z (4)

where ω is used to give more influence to one model based on
the term distribution of topics.

When the majority of terms are located in a few topics, this
means the domain knowledge is important and ω must be
small. BM-SemTopic develops the CTM where the topic
proportions exhibit a correlation with the logistic normal
distribution and incorporates the DKM. A key advantage of
BM-SemTopicis that it explicitly models the dependence and
independence structure among topics and words, which is
conducive to the discovery of meaningful topics and topic
relations.

CTM is based on a logistic normal distribution. The logistic
normal is a distribution on the simplex that allows for a general
pattern of variability between the components by transforming
a multivariate normal random variable. This process is identical
to the generative process of LDA except that the topic
proportions are drawn from a logistic normal distribution rather
than a Dirichlet distribution.

DKM is an approach to incorporation of such domain
knowledge into LDA. To express knowledge in anontology,
BM-SemTopicuses two primitives on word pairs: Links and
Not-Links. BM-Sem Topic replaces the Dirichlet prior by the
Dirichlet Forest prior in the LDA model. Then, BM-Sem Topic
sorts the terms for every topic in descending order according to
the probability distribution of the topic terms. Nextit picks up
the high-probability terms as the feature terms. For each topic,
the terms with probabilities higher than half of the maximum
probability distribution are picked up.

Step 5 Semantic term graph extraction

To discover semantic relations between the semantic terms, the
semantic aspect is included making use of Word
Net::Similarity [46]. Based on the structure and content of the
lexical database Word Net, Word Net::Similarity implements
six measures of similarity and three measures of relatedness.
Measures of similarity use information found in a hierarchy of
concepts that quantify how much concept A is like concept B.

When the semantic terms are identified, the semantic value of
each topic’s candidates is computed. The semantic value of
each term Wi, is given by equation (5):|z |z|z ∗ log	 | |∑ |t	∈	 (5)

where Z denotes the set of semantic topics. TP-ITP is inspired
by the tf-idf formula, where TP is term probability and ITP
inverse topic probability.

Semantic links between semantic terms for the term graph are
constructed using the vector measure, one of the measures of
relatedness of Word Net::Similarity [46].The vector measure
creates a co-occurrence matrix for each word used in Word Net
glosses from a given corpus, and then represents each
gloss/concept with a vector that is the average of these co-
occurrence vectors.

Let Wi and Wj be semantic terms of the synsets A and B,
respectively. Let , … , and , … , be the
co-occurrence vectors of A and B, respectively. Let Vz be the
set of semantic terms of the semantic topic Z. The weight of the
link between Wi and Wjis computed by equation (6):, 	|z |z |z∑ |z	∈	

(6)

To discover a semantic relation between two terms, the
semantic distance is computed. The semantic distance between
two terms is the shortest path between the terms using equation
(7): , 	|z MIN	∈	 , 	|z	∈	 (7)

Fig. 3 Supervised Learning applied to Metadata Enrichments
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where pa, Wk, and P denote a path between Wi and Wj in the
thesaurus, a term on a path pa and the set of path spa between
Wi and Wj, respectively.  See Fig.  3, in the pre-processing
phase, we can notice the usage of thesaurus.  At the end of the
machine learning process, an enriched thesaurus is generated to
be part of the input of the machine learning process.

To formally define a semantic relation between two terms Wi

and Wj, the semantic distance , 	|z must not
exceed the semantic threshold. The semantic threshold is
determined by experimentation.

The last process to generate the semantic term graph BM-
SemGraph is amerging of the term graph and the semantic
graph. The term graph and semantic graph are merged by
coupling the co-occurrence relation and the semantic relation.
New terms are added as semantic terms and new links are
added as semantic links if they do not appear in the term graph.
For each link between two nodes Wj and Wk of the merged
graph, the weight, called the BM Weight (BMW), for a given
topic tiis computed using equation (8):, |	 , 	| 	 1, (8)

where λdetermined by experimentation.

Topic detection

Topics that may be associated with a new document are
detected based on the BM-SemGraph. Note that the BM-
SemGraph is obtained using a collection of documents. In this
case, the likelihood of detecting topics among a collection of
documents is high and must be computed. To accomplish this,
the feature vector of each topic based on the clusters of BM-
SemGraphis computed. The feature vector of a topic is
calculated using the BMRank of each topic term. Let A be the
set of nodes of BM-SemGraph directly linked to term Wj in the
topic ti.The score forterm Wjis given by equation (9):| ∑ , |		∈	 	 | | (9)

The term with the largest BMRank is called the main term of
the topic;the other terms are secondary terms. The same
processes are used to obtain the BM-SemGraph of an
individual document d and the feature vectors of topics .
Next, the similarity between each topic ti and the topics of
document d is computed in order to detect document topics.

Training

The training process establishes a terms graph based on the
relevant and less similar documents for a given topic ti. To
form the terms graph for a given topic, the pre-processing of its
relevant and less similar documents is first carried out, a set of
linesis obtained where each line is a list of terms, and the co-
occurrence of these terms is then computed.

Topics refining

The architecture overview of the topic refining process phase in
BM-SATD is presented in Fig. 4, this process refines the
detected topics making use of relevant documents already

annotated by humans based on existing or known topics.
Following this process, three lists of topics are obtained: a list
of new topics, a list of similar existing topics and a list of not
similar existing topics.

The list of existing topics that match new document detected
topics is identified based on the new document detected topics
and annotated documents by topic (existing topics). Then, the
clusters of terms by to pic are identified based on the collection
of relevant and less similar documents. Note that each topic is a
cluster of terms graph. Therefore, in this case, a graph
matching technique is a good candidate to perform topic
similarity detection.

Next, using our graph matching technique, the clusters of terms
by topics of relevant and less similar collection of annotated
documents which match with CTGare identified, for each
cluster of terms graph by topic (CTG) of the new document.
The matching score between two clusters is then computed.
Let:

1. H be the new document terms graph and G be the
terms graph obtained by a training process applied on
the collection of relevant and less similar documents
annotated by topics.

2. be a cluster of H associated to topic and be a
cluster of G associated with topic .

3. Wi and Wj be two terms of cluster ; the link
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where pa, Wk, and P denote a path between Wi and Wj in the
thesaurus, a term on a path pa and the set of path spa between
Wi and Wj, respectively.  See Fig.  3, in the pre-processing
phase, we can notice the usage of thesaurus.  At the end of the
machine learning process, an enriched thesaurus is generated to
be part of the input of the machine learning process.

To formally define a semantic relation between two terms Wi

and Wj, the semantic distance , 	|z must not
exceed the semantic threshold. The semantic threshold is
determined by experimentation.

The last process to generate the semantic term graph BM-
SemGraph is amerging of the term graph and the semantic
graph. The term graph and semantic graph are merged by
coupling the co-occurrence relation and the semantic relation.
New terms are added as semantic terms and new links are
added as semantic links if they do not appear in the term graph.
For each link between two nodes Wj and Wk of the merged
graph, the weight, called the BM Weight (BMW), for a given
topic tiis computed using equation (8):, |	 , 	| 	 1, (8)

where λdetermined by experimentation.
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topic ti.The score forterm Wjis given by equation (9):| ∑ , |		∈	 	 | | (9)

The term with the largest BMRank is called the main term of
the topic;the other terms are secondary terms. The same
processes are used to obtain the BM-SemGraph of an
individual document d and the feature vectors of topics .
Next, the similarity between each topic ti and the topics of
document d is computed in order to detect document topics.

Training

The training process establishes a terms graph based on the
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form the terms graph for a given topic, the pre-processing of its
relevant and less similar documents is first carried out, a set of
linesis obtained where each line is a list of terms, and the co-
occurrence of these terms is then computed.

Topics refining

The architecture overview of the topic refining process phase in
BM-SATD is presented in Fig. 4, this process refines the
detected topics making use of relevant documents already
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For a direct link (only one hop between Wi and Wj) of
cluster , the process checks whether there is a path between
Wi and Wj in the cluster , regardless of the number of hops.
Using the link matching function, the matching score between
two clusters and Ciis given by equation (11):∶ 	 × 	 → ;, = ∑ 		 ( )	, 	∈	 (11)

where is the number of links inclusters .

Semantic sentiment and emotion analysis: BM-SSEA

The BM-SSEA goal is to classify the corpus of documents
taking emotion into consideration, and to determine which
sentiment it more likely belongs to. A document can be a
distribution of emotion | 	 	 ∈ and a distribution of
sentiment	 | 	 	 ∈ .BM-SSEA is a hybrid approach that
combines a keyword-based approach and a rule-based
approach.BM-SSEA is applied at the basic word level and
requires an emotional keyword dictionary that has keywords
(emotion words) with corresponding emotion labels. To refine
the detection, BM-SSEA develops various rules to identify
emotion. Rules are defined using an affective lexicon that
contains a list of lexemes annotated with their affect.

The emotional keyword dictionary and the affective lexicon are
implemented in a thesaurus. BM-SSEA is a knowledge-based
approach that uses an AI computational technique. The purpose
of BM-SSEA is to identify positive and negative opinions and
emotions.

For affective text evaluation, BM-SSEA uses the SS-Tagger (a
part-of-speech tagger)[47] and the Stanford parser[48]. The
Stanford parser was selected because it is more tolerant of
constructions that are not grammatically correct. This is useful
for short sentences such as titles. BM-SSEA also uses several
lexical resources that create the BM-SSEA knowledge base
located in the thesaurus.The lexical resources used are:
WordNet, WordNet-Affect, SentiWordNet and NRC emotion
lexicon. WordNet is a semantic lexicon where words are
grouped into sets of synonyms, called synsets. WordNet-Affect
is a hierarchy of affective domain labels that can further
annotate the synsets representing affective concepts.

The NRC emotion lexicon is a thesaurus that associates for a
word, the value one or zero for each emotion. This association
is made of binary vectors. The disadvantage of this thesaurus is
that since the values are binary, all words belonging to an
emotion have the same weight for that emotion. To address this
problem, the NRC emotion lexicon thesaurus was combined
with the Word Net, WordNet-Affect and SentiWord
Netthesaurus. This associates a feelings score with each word-
POS. Where POS1 are grammatical categories used to classify
words in dimensions such as adjectives or verbs. Senti Word
Net associates with each couple a valence score that can be
either negative or positive with respect to the sense of the word
in question. The word death, for example, is likely to have a
negative score. BM-SSEA also relies on shifter valences.

For example, take the phrase "I am happy" witha score of 1 for
the joy emotion. For the phrase "I am very happy", ‘very’ is a
valence intensifier that will change the joy emotion score to 2.
In the case, "I am not happy" the modifier ‘not’ will change the
emotion joy to the contrary emotion sadness.

The main component of BM-SSEA is the thesaurus, called
BMemotion word model (BMEmoWordMod). BMEmoWord
Mod is an emotion-topic model that provides the emotional
score of each keyword by taking the topic into account.

BMEmoWordMod introduces an additional layer (i.e., latent
topic) into the emotion-term model such as SentiWordNet.BM-
SSEA is composed of three phases: BMEmoWordMod
generation process phase, sentiment and emotion discovery
process phase and third sentiment and emotion refining process
phase. The following sub-sections describe the three phases of
the BM-SSEA model used to discover sentiment and emotion.

BMEmoWordMod generation process phase

A training set from the original corpusis created. The most
relevant and discriminative documents are selected
automatically. In the second step, each word is tagged with a
POS and the combination of word and POS used as the
essential feature. Finally, BMEmoWordMod is generated using
the extracted features, which can then be used to discovery the
sentiments and emotions of new documents. Many steps have
to be completed: (1) Training set selection, (2) Intermediate
lexicon generation and (3) Sentiment and emotion lexicon
generation.

Sentiment and emotion discovery

This phase identifies the sentiments and emotions that are
likely associated with a given new document by using the
sentiment and emotion semantic lexicon BMEmo WordMod
generated in the previous section. After preprocessing, the term
vector of the new document is defined using TF-IDF.

Let ND be the new document and WND = {W1, . . . , Wz} the set
of distinct terms occurring in the corpus of documents. To
obtain the z-dimensional term vector that represents each
document in thecorpus, the tf-idf of each term of Wz is
computed. The result of this computation establishes the term
vector = (t idf , , … , t idf , ).

Using vector , TND={tp , …, tq} obtained using BM-SATD
and BMEmoWordMod, the sentiment and emotion vector of
new document

, =(E , ND, , … , E , ND, e , E , ND, , E , ND, ) is
given by equation (12):

E , ND, = t idf ,∑ t idf ,× BMEmoWord( , , t )∈	
(12)

where BMEmoWord( , e , t ) denotes the emotion probability
of emotion ei for the feature word fj giving the topic
tk.BMEmoWord( , e , t ) is selected in BMEmoWordMod.
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The weight of emotion ei for document ND is computed with
equation (13):W ND, = E , ND, )∈	 (13)

Equation (29) yields the emotional vector of new document ND=W ND, , … , W ND, , … , W ND, , W ND, , W ND, )).
Next, the new document ND emotion and sentiment is inferred
using a fuzzy logic approach and the emotional vector . The
weight of emotion is transformed into five linguistic variables:
very low, low, medium, high, and very high. Then, using these
variables as input to the fuzzy inference system one obtains the
final emotion for the new document.

Sentiment and emotion refining

The refining process validates discovered sentiment and
emotion after the document analysis. Similarity is computed
between new documents and documents in the corpus rated
over E emotions. First, the term vectors of each document are
defined using the tf-itf of each term, tf-itf is then computed
using equation (1).Note that the terms extracted from the
corpus of documents rated over E emotions are those employed
by users. To measure the similarity between two documents,
the cosine similarity of their representative vectors is
computed.  Two documents d1 and d2 are similar when the
similarity , of these two documents is less
than the similarity threshold β.

EVALUATION USING SIMULATIONS

This section presents an evaluation of BM-SATD and BM-
SSEA performance using simulations. To perform these
simulations, an experimental environment was developed to
provide a simulator to prototype the different algorithms of
SMESE V3.

Dataset and parameters

To evaluate BM-SATD and BM-SSEA, real datasets from
different projects that have digital and physical library
catalogues were used. These datasets, consisting of 25,000
documents with a vocabulary of 375,000 words, were selected
using average TF-IDF. The documents covered 20 topics and 8
emotions. The number of documents per topic or emotion was
approximately equal. The average number of topics per
document was 7 while the average rating emotion number per
document was 4.15,000 documents of the dataset were used for
the training phase and the remaining 10,000 other documents
used for the test. Note that the 10,000 documents used for the
tests were those that had more annotated topics or a higher
rating over emotions.

To measure the performance of topic detection (sentiment and
emotion discovery, respectively) approaches, comparison of
detected topics (the discovered sentiment and emotion,
respectively) with annotation topics of librarian experts (user
ratings) were carried out. Table II presents the values of the
parameters used in the simulations. The server characteristics
for the simulations were: Dell Inc. Power Edge R630 with96
Ghz (4 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4 @ 2.40GHz, 10

core and 20 threads per CPU) and 256 GB memory running
VMWare ESXi 6.0.

Performance criteria

The performance of BM-SATD and BM-SSEA performance
was measured in terms of running time[18] and
accuracy[25][5]. Note that in the library domain, the most
important criteria was precision while resource consumption
was important for the software providers.

The running time, denoted by Rt, was computed as follows:= −
where Et and denotes the time when processing is completed
and Bt the time when it started.

To compute the accuracy, let Tannotated and Tdetected be the set of
annotated topic and the set of detected topics by BM-SATD for
a given document d. The accuracy of topics detection, denoted
by , was computed as follows:= 2. | 	∩ 	 || | + 	 | |
The same formula was applied to compute the accuracy of the
sentiment and emotion discovery measurement. Erating(resp.
Ediscovered) that denotes the set of rating over emotion (resp. the
set of discovered emotion by BM-SSEA) was used instead of
Tannotated (resp. Tdetected).

Simulation results were averaged over multiple runs with
different pseudorandom number generator seeds. The average
accuracy, Ave_acc, of multiple runs was given by:

_ = ∑ ∑ 	∈	| |
where TD denotes the number of tests documents and I denotes
the number of test iterations.

The average running time, Ave_run_time,was given by:_ _ = ∑
Topic detection approaches performance evaluation

BM-SATD performance was evaluated in terms of running
time and accuracy. The dataset and parameters mentioned
above were applied.BM-SATD performance was compared to
the approaches described in [25], [5], [7] and [18], referred to
as LDA-IG (probabilistic and graph approach), KeyGraph
(graph analytical approach), LDA (probabilistic approach)and
HLTM (probabilistic and graph approach), respectively.LDA-
IG, Key Graph, LDA and HLTM were selected because they
are text-based and long text approaches.

Table II Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value
ε 3 α 100

NumKeyTerm 8 co-occurrence threshold 0.75
ω 0.5 semantic threshold 1

β 0.7
term cluster matching

threshold
0.45

λ 0.6
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Comparison approaches

Table III presents the characteristics of the comparison
approaches for topic detection.

Our proposed approach BM-SATD is the only one that is really
semantic and takes into account the correlated topic and
domain knowledge. The parameters for the comparison
approaches used where those which provided the best
performance.

Results analysis

Fig. 5presents the average running time of the detection phase
when the number of documents used for the tests were varied.
Training times were excluded as this phase was performed only
one time. However, the BM-SATD training phase required
more time than the other approaches. This was justified by the
fact that BM-SATD identifies the relevant and less similar
documents used for training phase. Fortunately, the new
generation of data center equipment offers sufficient resources
to reduce significantly the training delay. Only the time
required to detect new document topics was measured.

Fig. 5 also shows that the average running time increased with
the number of test documents. Indeed, the bigger the number of
test documents, the longer the time to perform detection and,
ultimately, the higher the average running time.

It was also observed that LDA outperforms the other
approaches.LDA produced an average of 1.37 sec per
document whereas BM-SATD produced an average of 2.62
secper document.

The average relative improvement (defined as [Aver._runtime
of BM-SATD Aver._runtime of LDA]) of LDA compared
with BM-SATD was approximately1.25 sec per document.

The short run times of LDA were due to the fact that LDA did
not perform a graph treatment. Graph processing algorithms are
very time consuming. Other approaches also outperformed
BM-SATD on the running time criteria since BM-SATD
performed topic refining in order to increase accuracy.

Fig. 6 shows the average accuracy when varying the number of
detected topics. For the five approaches, the average accuracy
decreased with the number of detected topics. The increase in
the number of subjects to detect led to decreased accuracy.
However, in terms of accuracy, BM-SATD outperformed the
approaches used for comparison. BM-SATD produced an
average accuracy of 79.50% per topic while LDA-IG, the best
among the approaches used for comparison, produced an
average of 61.01% per topic.

The average relative improvement in accuracy (defined as
[Ave_acc of BM-SATD Ave_acc of LDA-IG]) of BM-SATD
compared to LDA-IG was 18.49% per topic. The performance
of BM-SATD is explained as follows:

1. BM-SATD used the relevant documents for training
phase.

2. BM-SATD refined its detection topic results by
measuring new document similarity with relevant and
less similar annotated documents.

3. BM-SATD combined correlated topic model and
domain knowledge model instead of LDA.

Table III Topic detection approaches for comparison

Approach Granu
larity

Description Training
phase

Refi
ning

Sem
antic

Topic
correlation

Domain
knowledge

LDA-IG [25] Document
Probabilistic and

graph
based

Yes No No No No

KeyGraph [5] Document Graph based Yes No No No No

LDA [7] Document
Probabilistic

based
No No No No No

HLTM [18] Document
Probabilistic and

graph
based

Yes No No No No

BM-SATD
Configu-
rable as
desired

Semantic,
probabilistic and

graph
based

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fig. 5 Topic detection -Average running time versus number of
documents for test phase

Fig. 6 Accuracy for number of detected topics for 5 comparison
approaches
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Comparison approaches
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Comparison approaches

Table III presents the characteristics of the comparison
approaches for topic detection.

Our proposed approach BM-SATD is the only one that is really
semantic and takes into account the correlated topic and
domain knowledge. The parameters for the comparison
approaches used where those which provided the best
performance.

Results analysis

Fig. 5presents the average running time of the detection phase
when the number of documents used for the tests were varied.
Training times were excluded as this phase was performed only
one time. However, the BM-SATD training phase required
more time than the other approaches. This was justified by the
fact that BM-SATD identifies the relevant and less similar
documents used for training phase. Fortunately, the new
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to reduce significantly the training delay. Only the time
required to detect new document topics was measured.

Fig. 5 also shows that the average running time increased with
the number of test documents. Indeed, the bigger the number of
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ultimately, the higher the average running time.

It was also observed that LDA outperforms the other
approaches.LDA produced an average of 1.37 sec per
document whereas BM-SATD produced an average of 2.62
secper document.

The average relative improvement (defined as [Aver._runtime
of BM-SATD Aver._runtime of LDA]) of LDA compared
with BM-SATD was approximately1.25 sec per document.

The short run times of LDA were due to the fact that LDA did
not perform a graph treatment. Graph processing algorithms are
very time consuming. Other approaches also outperformed
BM-SATD on the running time criteria since BM-SATD
performed topic refining in order to increase accuracy.

Fig. 6 shows the average accuracy when varying the number of
detected topics. For the five approaches, the average accuracy
decreased with the number of detected topics. The increase in
the number of subjects to detect led to decreased accuracy.
However, in terms of accuracy, BM-SATD outperformed the
approaches used for comparison. BM-SATD produced an
average accuracy of 79.50% per topic while LDA-IG, the best
among the approaches used for comparison, produced an
average of 61.01% per topic.

The average relative improvement in accuracy (defined as
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compared to LDA-IG was 18.49% per topic. The performance
of BM-SATD is explained as follows:

1. BM-SATD used the relevant documents for training
phase.

2. BM-SATD refined its detection topic results by
measuring new document similarity with relevant and
less similar annotated documents.
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Fig. 6 also shows that BM-SATD produced an average
accuracy of 90.32% for one detected topic and 61.27% for ten
detected topics compared to 80.29% and 41.01% respectively
for LDA-IG. The gap between BM-SATD accuracy and LDA-
IG accuracy was 10.03% for one detected topic and 20.26% for
ten detected topics. This meant that BM-SATD was by in large
more accurate than LDA-IG in detecting several topics.

The Fig. 7presents the average accuracy when varying the
number of training documents of the learning phase. LDA was
not included in the scenario since not raining phase was
performed. Fig. 7 shows that the average accuracy increased
with the number of training documents. The larger the number
of training documents, the better the knowledge about word
distribution and co-occurrence and, ultimately, the higher the
detection accuracy. However, the accuracy remained largely
stable for very high numbers of training documents. When the
number of documents of a collection was larger, the number of
vocabulary words remained constant, and the term graph did
not change. It also shows that HLTM was the approach whose
detection accuracy was the first to reach stability at 10,000
training documents. HLTM builds a tree instead of a graph as
the other approaches and its tree has less internal roots to
identify topics. However, BM-SATD and LDA-IG
outperformed HLTMin terms of accuracy.

Fig. 7 also shows that BM-SATD outperformed LDA-IG on the
accuracy criteria. For example, BM-SATD demonstrated an
average accuracy of 73.49% per 2,000 training documents
while LDA-IG produced an average accuracy of 50.86% per
2,000 training documents.The average relative improvement of
BM-SATD compared to LDA-IG was 22.63% per 2,000
training documents. The better performance of BM-SATD
followed from its use of a domain knowledge model. BM-
SATD did not requirea large number of documents for the
training phase. In conclusion, the 1.25 sec running time per
document increase was a small price to pay for the larger
average accuracy of topic detection (18.49%).

Sentiment and emotion analysis performance evaluation

BM-SSEA performance was also evaluated in terms of
accuracy and running time. Simulations used the dataset and
parameters mentioned previously. The performance of BM-
SSEA was compared to the approaches described in [49] and
[41], referred to as ETM-LDA and AP, respectively. ETM-
LDA and AP were selected because they were document-based
rather than phrase-based.

Comparison of approaches with BM-SSEA

Table IV shows the characteristics of the sentiment and
emotion approaches used for comparison with BM-SSEA.

BM-SSEA was the only entirely semantic approach taking into
account the rules for inferring emotion. In addition, BM-SSEA
used a semantic lexicon. Several approaches used semantic
lexicon, but these were limited to phrases rather than
documents. The best performance approaches used were AP
and ETM_LDA.

Results analysis

Fig. 8presents the average running time when varying the
number of detected emotions. Training times were excluded
because this phase was performed only once. The BM-SSEA
training phase took more time than the other approaches due to
lexicon aggregation and enrichment by users. The average
running time increased with the number of test documents. This
is normal, as the larger the number of test documents the longer
the average running time to perform the sentiment and emotion
discovery. Fig. 8 shows that ETM-LDA and AP outperformed
BM-SSEA on the running time criteria. ETM-LDA required an
average of 1.53 sec per document whereas BM-SSEA required
an average of 1.74 sec per document. The average relative
improvement of ETM-LDA compared with BM-SSEA was
approximately 0.21 sec per document. The poorer performance
of BM-SSEA resulted from refining sentiment and emotion to
increase accuracy.

Fig. 7 Topic detection - accuracy for number of training documents

Table IV Sentiment and emotion approaches for comparison

Approach Granularity Approach Training
phase

Refi
ning

The
saurus

Topic
modeling

Emotions
number

AP [41] Document Learning based Yes No 5 No 8
ETM-LDA [49] Document Keyword based Yes No 6 Yes 8

BM-SSEA
Configurable

as desired
Keywordand

rule based
Yes Yes 1,2,3, and 4 Yes 8

1-WordNet; 2-WordNet-Affect; 3-SentiWordNet; 4-NRC Emotion Lexicon; 5- Stanford Core NLP; 6-Gibbs sampling.

Fig. 8 Emotion discovery -Average running time versus number of
documents for test phase
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Fig. 6 also shows that BM-SATD produced an average
accuracy of 90.32% for one detected topic and 61.27% for ten
detected topics compared to 80.29% and 41.01% respectively
for LDA-IG. The gap between BM-SATD accuracy and LDA-
IG accuracy was 10.03% for one detected topic and 20.26% for
ten detected topics. This meant that BM-SATD was by in large
more accurate than LDA-IG in detecting several topics.

The Fig. 7presents the average accuracy when varying the
number of training documents of the learning phase. LDA was
not included in the scenario since not raining phase was
performed. Fig. 7 shows that the average accuracy increased
with the number of training documents. The larger the number
of training documents, the better the knowledge about word
distribution and co-occurrence and, ultimately, the higher the
detection accuracy. However, the accuracy remained largely
stable for very high numbers of training documents. When the
number of documents of a collection was larger, the number of
vocabulary words remained constant, and the term graph did
not change. It also shows that HLTM was the approach whose
detection accuracy was the first to reach stability at 10,000
training documents. HLTM builds a tree instead of a graph as
the other approaches and its tree has less internal roots to
identify topics. However, BM-SATD and LDA-IG
outperformed HLTMin terms of accuracy.

Fig. 7 also shows that BM-SATD outperformed LDA-IG on the
accuracy criteria. For example, BM-SATD demonstrated an
average accuracy of 73.49% per 2,000 training documents
while LDA-IG produced an average accuracy of 50.86% per
2,000 training documents.The average relative improvement of
BM-SATD compared to LDA-IG was 22.63% per 2,000
training documents. The better performance of BM-SATD
followed from its use of a domain knowledge model. BM-
SATD did not requirea large number of documents for the
training phase. In conclusion, the 1.25 sec running time per
document increase was a small price to pay for the larger
average accuracy of topic detection (18.49%).

Sentiment and emotion analysis performance evaluation

BM-SSEA performance was also evaluated in terms of
accuracy and running time. Simulations used the dataset and
parameters mentioned previously. The performance of BM-
SSEA was compared to the approaches described in [49] and
[41], referred to as ETM-LDA and AP, respectively. ETM-
LDA and AP were selected because they were document-based
rather than phrase-based.

Comparison of approaches with BM-SSEA

Table IV shows the characteristics of the sentiment and
emotion approaches used for comparison with BM-SSEA.

BM-SSEA was the only entirely semantic approach taking into
account the rules for inferring emotion. In addition, BM-SSEA
used a semantic lexicon. Several approaches used semantic
lexicon, but these were limited to phrases rather than
documents. The best performance approaches used were AP
and ETM_LDA.

Results analysis

Fig. 8presents the average running time when varying the
number of detected emotions. Training times were excluded
because this phase was performed only once. The BM-SSEA
training phase took more time than the other approaches due to
lexicon aggregation and enrichment by users. The average
running time increased with the number of test documents. This
is normal, as the larger the number of test documents the longer
the average running time to perform the sentiment and emotion
discovery. Fig. 8 shows that ETM-LDA and AP outperformed
BM-SSEA on the running time criteria. ETM-LDA required an
average of 1.53 sec per document whereas BM-SSEA required
an average of 1.74 sec per document. The average relative
improvement of ETM-LDA compared with BM-SSEA was
approximately 0.21 sec per document. The poorer performance
of BM-SSEA resulted from refining sentiment and emotion to
increase accuracy.

Fig. 7 Topic detection - accuracy for number of training documents
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Fig. 6 also shows that BM-SATD produced an average
accuracy of 90.32% for one detected topic and 61.27% for ten
detected topics compared to 80.29% and 41.01% respectively
for LDA-IG. The gap between BM-SATD accuracy and LDA-
IG accuracy was 10.03% for one detected topic and 20.26% for
ten detected topics. This meant that BM-SATD was by in large
more accurate than LDA-IG in detecting several topics.

The Fig. 7presents the average accuracy when varying the
number of training documents of the learning phase. LDA was
not included in the scenario since not raining phase was
performed. Fig. 7 shows that the average accuracy increased
with the number of training documents. The larger the number
of training documents, the better the knowledge about word
distribution and co-occurrence and, ultimately, the higher the
detection accuracy. However, the accuracy remained largely
stable for very high numbers of training documents. When the
number of documents of a collection was larger, the number of
vocabulary words remained constant, and the term graph did
not change. It also shows that HLTM was the approach whose
detection accuracy was the first to reach stability at 10,000
training documents. HLTM builds a tree instead of a graph as
the other approaches and its tree has less internal roots to
identify topics. However, BM-SATD and LDA-IG
outperformed HLTMin terms of accuracy.

Fig. 7 also shows that BM-SATD outperformed LDA-IG on the
accuracy criteria. For example, BM-SATD demonstrated an
average accuracy of 73.49% per 2,000 training documents
while LDA-IG produced an average accuracy of 50.86% per
2,000 training documents.The average relative improvement of
BM-SATD compared to LDA-IG was 22.63% per 2,000
training documents. The better performance of BM-SATD
followed from its use of a domain knowledge model. BM-
SATD did not requirea large number of documents for the
training phase. In conclusion, the 1.25 sec running time per
document increase was a small price to pay for the larger
average accuracy of topic detection (18.49%).

Sentiment and emotion analysis performance evaluation

BM-SSEA performance was also evaluated in terms of
accuracy and running time. Simulations used the dataset and
parameters mentioned previously. The performance of BM-
SSEA was compared to the approaches described in [49] and
[41], referred to as ETM-LDA and AP, respectively. ETM-
LDA and AP were selected because they were document-based
rather than phrase-based.

Comparison of approaches with BM-SSEA

Table IV shows the characteristics of the sentiment and
emotion approaches used for comparison with BM-SSEA.

BM-SSEA was the only entirely semantic approach taking into
account the rules for inferring emotion. In addition, BM-SSEA
used a semantic lexicon. Several approaches used semantic
lexicon, but these were limited to phrases rather than
documents. The best performance approaches used were AP
and ETM_LDA.

Results analysis

Fig. 8presents the average running time when varying the
number of detected emotions. Training times were excluded
because this phase was performed only once. The BM-SSEA
training phase took more time than the other approaches due to
lexicon aggregation and enrichment by users. The average
running time increased with the number of test documents. This
is normal, as the larger the number of test documents the longer
the average running time to perform the sentiment and emotion
discovery. Fig. 8 shows that ETM-LDA and AP outperformed
BM-SSEA on the running time criteria. ETM-LDA required an
average of 1.53 sec per document whereas BM-SSEA required
an average of 1.74 sec per document. The average relative
improvement of ETM-LDA compared with BM-SSEA was
approximately 0.21 sec per document. The poorer performance
of BM-SSEA resulted from refining sentiment and emotion to
increase accuracy.
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Fig. 9 presents the average accuracy when varying the number
of discovered emotions. Positive and negative sentiments were
not considered in the accuracy measurement. Fig. 9also shows
that the average accuracy decreased with the number of
discovered emotions. However, BM-SSEA outperformed the
other two approaches used for comparisons. BM-SSEA
demonstrated an average accuracy of 93.30% per emotion
while ETM-LDA, the best of the other two approaches used for
comparison, produced68.65% accuracy per emotion. The
average relative improvement in accuracy of BM-SSEA
compared to ETM-LDA was 24.65% per emotion. In
conclusion, the 0.21 sec running time per document increase
was, again, a small price to pay for the larger average accuracy
of emotion discovery (24.65%).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the goal was to increase the find ability (search,
discover) of entities based on user interest using external and
internal semantic metadata enrichment algorithms. As
computers struggle to understand the meaning of natural
language, enriching entities semantically with meaningful
metadata can improve search engine capability. Words
themselves have a wide variety of definitions and
interpretations and are often utilized inconsistently. While
topics and sentiments/emotions may have no relationship to
individual words, thesauri express associative relationships
between words, on tologies, entities and a multitude of
relationships represented as triplets.

This paper has presented an enhanced V3 implementation of
SMESE using metadata and data from the linked open data,
structured data, metadata initiatives, concordance rules and
authority metadata to create a master catalogue. It offers a
foundation for an entire interest-based digital library of
semantic mining activities, such as search, discovery and
interest-based notifications. Finding bibliographic references or
semantic relationships in texts makes it possible to localize
specific text segments using on tologies to enrich a set of
semantic metadata related to topic or sentiment/emotion.

To help users find interest-based contents, this paper has
proposed an enhanced verions of the SMESE platform through
text analysis approaches for sentiments/emotions detection.
SMESE V3 can be used (or: makes it possible) to create and
use a semantic master catalogue with enriched metadata that
enables search and discovery interest-based engines. This paper
has presented the design, implementation and evaluation of a
SMESE V3 platform using metadata and data from the web,
linked open data, harvesting and concordance rules, and
bibliographic record authorities. The SMESE V3includes three
distinct engines to:

1. Discover enriched sentiment/emotion metadata hidden
within the text or linked to multimedia structure using
the proposed BM-SSEA (BM-Semantic Sentiment and
Emotion Analysis) algorithm.

2. Implement rule-based semantic metadata internal
enrichment.

3. Propose a hybrid machine learning model for metadata
enrichment.

4. Generate semantic topics by text, and multimedia
content analysis using the proposed BM-SATD (BM-
Scalable Annotation-based Topic Detection) algorithm.

The semantic aggregation of metadata content repository offers
a foundation for an interest-based digital library of semantic
mining activities, such as search, discover and smart
notifications.

Table 1 shows the comparison with most known text mining
algorithms (e.g., AlchemyAPI, DBpedia, Wikimeta, Open
Calais, Bitext, AIDA, TextRazor) and a new algorithm SMESE
with many attributes including keyword extraction,
classification, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, and

Fig. 9 Average detection accuracy for the number of discovered emotions

Fig. 10 Future work: Semantic Topics Ecosystem Learning-based Literature Assistant Review
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Fig. 9 presents the average accuracy when varying the number
of discovered emotions. Positive and negative sentiments were
not considered in the accuracy measurement. Fig. 9also shows
that the average accuracy decreased with the number of
discovered emotions. However, BM-SSEA outperformed the
other two approaches used for comparisons. BM-SSEA
demonstrated an average accuracy of 93.30% per emotion
while ETM-LDA, the best of the other two approaches used for
comparison, produced68.65% accuracy per emotion. The
average relative improvement in accuracy of BM-SSEA
compared to ETM-LDA was 24.65% per emotion. In
conclusion, the 0.21 sec running time per document increase
was, again, a small price to pay for the larger average accuracy
of emotion discovery (24.65%).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the goal was to increase the find ability (search,
discover) of entities based on user interest using external and
internal semantic metadata enrichment algorithms. As
computers struggle to understand the meaning of natural
language, enriching entities semantically with meaningful
metadata can improve search engine capability. Words
themselves have a wide variety of definitions and
interpretations and are often utilized inconsistently. While
topics and sentiments/emotions may have no relationship to
individual words, thesauri express associative relationships
between words, on tologies, entities and a multitude of
relationships represented as triplets.

This paper has presented an enhanced V3 implementation of
SMESE using metadata and data from the linked open data,
structured data, metadata initiatives, concordance rules and
authority metadata to create a master catalogue. It offers a
foundation for an entire interest-based digital library of
semantic mining activities, such as search, discovery and
interest-based notifications. Finding bibliographic references or
semantic relationships in texts makes it possible to localize
specific text segments using on tologies to enrich a set of
semantic metadata related to topic or sentiment/emotion.

To help users find interest-based contents, this paper has
proposed an enhanced verions of the SMESE platform through
text analysis approaches for sentiments/emotions detection.
SMESE V3 can be used (or: makes it possible) to create and
use a semantic master catalogue with enriched metadata that
enables search and discovery interest-based engines. This paper
has presented the design, implementation and evaluation of a
SMESE V3 platform using metadata and data from the web,
linked open data, harvesting and concordance rules, and
bibliographic record authorities. The SMESE V3includes three
distinct engines to:

1. Discover enriched sentiment/emotion metadata hidden
within the text or linked to multimedia structure using
the proposed BM-SSEA (BM-Semantic Sentiment and
Emotion Analysis) algorithm.

2. Implement rule-based semantic metadata internal
enrichment.

3. Propose a hybrid machine learning model for metadata
enrichment.

4. Generate semantic topics by text, and multimedia
content analysis using the proposed BM-SATD (BM-
Scalable Annotation-based Topic Detection) algorithm.

The semantic aggregation of metadata content repository offers
a foundation for an interest-based digital library of semantic
mining activities, such as search, discover and smart
notifications.

Table 1 shows the comparison with most known text mining
algorithms (e.g., AlchemyAPI, DBpedia, Wikimeta, Open
Calais, Bitext, AIDA, TextRazor) and a new algorithm SMESE
with many attributes including keyword extraction,
classification, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, and

Fig. 9 Average detection accuracy for the number of discovered emotions
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Fig. 9 presents the average accuracy when varying the number
of discovered emotions. Positive and negative sentiments were
not considered in the accuracy measurement. Fig. 9also shows
that the average accuracy decreased with the number of
discovered emotions. However, BM-SSEA outperformed the
other two approaches used for comparisons. BM-SSEA
demonstrated an average accuracy of 93.30% per emotion
while ETM-LDA, the best of the other two approaches used for
comparison, produced68.65% accuracy per emotion. The
average relative improvement in accuracy of BM-SSEA
compared to ETM-LDA was 24.65% per emotion. In
conclusion, the 0.21 sec running time per document increase
was, again, a small price to pay for the larger average accuracy
of emotion discovery (24.65%).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the goal was to increase the find ability (search,
discover) of entities based on user interest using external and
internal semantic metadata enrichment algorithms. As
computers struggle to understand the meaning of natural
language, enriching entities semantically with meaningful
metadata can improve search engine capability. Words
themselves have a wide variety of definitions and
interpretations and are often utilized inconsistently. While
topics and sentiments/emotions may have no relationship to
individual words, thesauri express associative relationships
between words, on tologies, entities and a multitude of
relationships represented as triplets.

This paper has presented an enhanced V3 implementation of
SMESE using metadata and data from the linked open data,
structured data, metadata initiatives, concordance rules and
authority metadata to create a master catalogue. It offers a
foundation for an entire interest-based digital library of
semantic mining activities, such as search, discovery and
interest-based notifications. Finding bibliographic references or
semantic relationships in texts makes it possible to localize
specific text segments using on tologies to enrich a set of
semantic metadata related to topic or sentiment/emotion.

To help users find interest-based contents, this paper has
proposed an enhanced verions of the SMESE platform through
text analysis approaches for sentiments/emotions detection.
SMESE V3 can be used (or: makes it possible) to create and
use a semantic master catalogue with enriched metadata that
enables search and discovery interest-based engines. This paper
has presented the design, implementation and evaluation of a
SMESE V3 platform using metadata and data from the web,
linked open data, harvesting and concordance rules, and
bibliographic record authorities. The SMESE V3includes three
distinct engines to:

1. Discover enriched sentiment/emotion metadata hidden
within the text or linked to multimedia structure using
the proposed BM-SSEA (BM-Semantic Sentiment and
Emotion Analysis) algorithm.

2. Implement rule-based semantic metadata internal
enrichment.

3. Propose a hybrid machine learning model for metadata
enrichment.

4. Generate semantic topics by text, and multimedia
content analysis using the proposed BM-SATD (BM-
Scalable Annotation-based Topic Detection) algorithm.

The semantic aggregation of metadata content repository offers
a foundation for an interest-based digital library of semantic
mining activities, such as search, discover and smart
notifications.

Table 1 shows the comparison with most known text mining
algorithms (e.g., AlchemyAPI, DBpedia, Wikimeta, Open
Calais, Bitext, AIDA, TextRazor) and a new algorithm SMESE
with many attributes including keyword extraction,
classification, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, and

Fig. 9 Average detection accuracy for the number of discovered emotions

Fig. 10 Future work: Semantic Topics Ecosystem Learning-based Literature Assistant Review
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concept extraction. It was noted that SMESE algorithms
support more attributes than any other algorithms.

In future work, the focus will be to generate learning-based
literature review enrichment and abstract of abstract.STELLAR
(Semantic Topics Ecosystem Learning-based Literature
Assistant Review) assess each citation to determine her ranking
and her inclusion in the final literature assistant review. One
goal of this enhanced ecosystem will be to reduce reading load
by helping researcher to read only an intelligent selection of
documents, using text data mining, machine learning, and a
classification model that learn from users annotated data and
detected metadata (see Fig. 10).
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